Science: How Theories Became Knowledge

To find out, check out that comes ahead of a theory to explain it? So generally speaking, which works better experiment, or an experimental phenomenon in advancing science—a theory ahead of an
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• Planck was the editor of
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So generally speaking, which works better in advancing science—a theory before an experimental phenomenon that comes ahead of a theory to explain it? Or an experimental phenomenon that comes ahead of a theory to explain it? In the end, why was relativity accepted? How do scientists accept an initial theory that is not perfect? Why do theories come ahead of evidence to explain it? So generally speaking, which works better in advancing science—a theory before an experimental phenomenon that comes ahead of an experiment to explain it? Or an experimental phenomenon that comes ahead of a theory to explain it? In the end, why was relativity accepted? How do scientists accept an initial theory that is not perfect? Why do theories come ahead of evidence to explain it?